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Your Personal Invitation…
Dear Fellow Numismatist,
The American Silver Eagle is about to make history again—and I’m inviting
select numismatists to be the first to participate in this rare pre-sale opportunity.
Ever since the Liberty Coin Act was signed into law by President Ronald
Reagan in 1985, the American Silver Eagle has become beloved and prized
by collectors around the world. It has even eclipsed the Morgan Dollar as the
preferred American silver dollar coin.
The only Silver Eagle first year issue since 1986
In 2021, the legendary Heraldic Eagle reverse is ending, but the muchanticipated Type 2 reverse will be introduced and made available as a
pre-sale for discerning collectors like you for a limited time.
FOLD
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The excitement for this coin is like nothing I’ve seen in a long time, and it will
be a crucial pillar of any American Silver Eagle set or collection. I’m pleased
to personally share this pre-sale invitation with a collector who appreciates
American Silver Eagle coins as much as I and my business partner,
Rick Tomaska, do.
This 2021-W American Silver Eagle Type 2 reverse was painstakingly
designed by Emily Damstra and expertly sculpted by Michael Gaudioso—
making it the perfect complement to any American Silver Eagle collection.
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In stunning detail, the reverse design of this inaugural Type 2 boldly captures
our cherished American eagle proudly flaring its wings and firmly grasping a
majestic oak branch in its fearsome talons.
As the national tree of our freedom-loving country, the oak symbolically stands
for American values and virtues—a fitting tribute to the depiction of liberty.
Why I urge you to ACT NOW
The 1986 American Silver Eagle is one of the most significant issues of the
entire series today. This is your special opportunity to pre-order the only first
year of issue Type 2 American Silver Eagle in perfect Mint State 70 that will
ever be produced!
(continued on back)
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It’s more critical than ever that you act now
In a June 2021 email from the U.S. Mint, customers were notified that the demand
for silver has far outpaced the supply. The silver scarcity has severely impacted the
production and availability of certain coins, such as the American Silver Eagle.
I don’t want to see you miss out on this new issue!

If you treasure the quiet pride that comes from owning a piece of history as much as
I do, you’ll want to take full advantage of this opportunity.
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This is your personal invitation from me to pre-order this breathtaking collectible coin.

To place a pre-order reservation for your 2021-W Type 2 American
Silver Eagle in perfect Mint State 70 for only $249.00, call toll-free
(800) 233-4145, go to RareCollectiblesTV.com or scan the QR code
below. If you order today, you will enjoy free shipping on your order!
Production of the 2021 Type 2 coins has just begun at the West Point Mint. We
estimate that the coins will come back from the grading service 30 days after receipt
from the U.S. Mint.
Bonus Limited-Edition gift hand-signed by the designer
To further commemorate this rare opportunity, I’ve commissioned a Limited-Edition
American Eagle Collector’s Card personally autographed by Emily Damstra as an
exclusive bonus for numismatists who order through this invitation—while supplies last.
FOLD

At Rare Collectibles TV, we guarantee your 100% satisfaction with every purchase.
In the unlikely event that you are not entirely pleased for any reason, simply return
the coin and Collector’s Card within 30 days of receipt for an exchange (if available)
or a refund of the purchase price, except shipping and handling.
Place your pre-order reservation now for what is likely to be the most revered
collectible in 2021—the Type 2 American Silver Eagle Mint State 70 coin.
For Rare Collectibles TV,

Jack McNamara

Jack McNamara
Expert Numismatist, Author & Senior Coin Buyer
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P.S. The 2021 Type 2 American Silver Eagle in Mint State 70 will only be struck for a
limited time in 2021 and will be difficult to attain, especially with news of the upcoming
silver shortfall. This pre-sale offer guarantees you this highly-anticipated coin at a
collector-friendly price. I wouldn’t want you to miss out. Place your
pre-order now while the invitation is still in your hand.

Call toll-free: 800-233-4145
Go to: www.RareCollectiblesTV.com
or use your phone to scan the QR code.

Use Promo Code: EAGLE2021 (to enjoy free shipping on your order today!)
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reserve yours now with this special pre-order invitation

2021 TYPE 2
AMERICAN SILVER EAGLE MS70…
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Introducing
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Thank you for being a highly-valued RCTV customer
Rare Collectibles TV is the dream of two lifelong numismatists, Rick Tomaska and
Jack McNamara. Their mission is to provide the perfect coins for you.
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Founded in 2014, Rare Collectibles TV works tirelessly with their
numismatic network to ensure that collectors like you receive
only the highest caliber coins at great values across the country.
Place your pre-order reservation today for the 2021
Type 2 American Silver Eagle coin in Mint State 70
and your Numismatic Collector’s Card.
Call toll-free (800) 233-4145
Go to RareCollectiblesTV.com

or use your phone to scan the QR code.

Item # P4102
Use Promo Code: EAGLE2021

(to enjoy free shipping on your order today!)

Be One of the First to Own This
Highly-Anticipated Coin!
As a first year of issue, the 2021 Type 2 American Silver Eagle is a milestone event and
one of the most important installments in the series—and for your collection!
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Exquisitely brought to life by the distinguished coin
designer Emily Damstra, this collectible will become
the centerpiece of your proof American Silver Eagle
set or collection.
Patriotically themed with the American Eagle to
reinforce American strength and values.
Evocative of our country’s pride with an oak branch
taken from our national tree and symbolizing our liberty.
Supplies are exceedingly limited, especially with the
recently-announced silver shortage. We wouldn’t want
you to miss out on this rare invitation, so don’t delay.
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30-Day Money Back Satisfaction Guarantee
At Rare Collectibles TV, we want you to be completely satisfied
with your purchase. If for any reason you are not entirely pleased,
simply return the item within 30 days of receipt for an exchange
(if available) or a refund of the purchase price, except shipping
and handling.
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Place your pre-order reservation today for the
2021 Type 2 American Silver Eagle coin in perfect
Mint State 70 and your Numismatic Collector’s Card.

Call toll-free (800) 233-4145
Go to RareCollectiblesTV.com
or use your phone to scan the QR code.

Use Promo Code: EAGLE2021

(to enjoy free shipping on your order today!)
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Special Bonus!

A Limited-Time RCTV Exclusive:
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Now, as an exclusive bonus from RCTV, you’ll receive
a personally-signed 4” x 5.5” Numismatic Collector’s
Card with designer Emily S. Damstra’s signature—
only while supplies last!
Place your pre-order reservation today for the 2021
Type 2 American Silver Eagle coin in MS70 and receive
your signed Numismatic Collector’s Card.

Take advantage of this RCTV Exclusive Invitation today!

Call toll-free 800-233-4145 or go to: RareCollectiblesTV.com
Item # P4102
Use Promo Code: EAGLE2021 (to enjoy free shipping on your order today!)
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The Designer Behind the Type 2 American Silver Eagle
Emily earned her Master of Fine Arts in Science Illustration from the University of Michigan.
She quickly established herself as a gifted designer of lifelike animal depictions and stirring
scenes of the natural world. She has produced flawless designs for more than 40 coins
between the US Mint and the Royal Canadian Mint, as well as postage stamps for the
United Nations Postal Administration. Drawing inspiration from her lifelong residence
in the Great Lakes region, Emily was the perfect artisan to create the breathtaking
Type 2 2021 Silver Eagle reverse. Her new interpretation of the iconic American
oak tree and eagle will be remembered and cherished for generations.
Supplies are limited—order now to also receive your signed Collector’s Card!

Call toll-free 800-233-4145 or go to: RareCollectiblesTV.com

Item # P4102

Use Promo Code: EAGLE2021 (to enjoy free shipping on your order today!)
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Emily S. Damstra is one of the great coin designers of the modern era

